illustrates that early weed control efforts were poorly understood, 
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NO-MOW ROUGH MANAGEMENT 

"easy" has been muttered often. This sentiment is highly subjective from a golfer standpoint, but understanding the USGA Course 

can produce a look that accents the hazard without compromising the 

HOW TREES IMPACT USGA COURSE RATING™ AND SLOPE RATING® 

a significant drought, now is the time to 

As much of the lower Midwest remains in 

MID-CONTINENT REGION 

Golf courses have many beneficial impacts on the environment including providing a wide variety of wildlife a great 

an ecosystem. This study shows that properly managed golf courses are a good place for salamanders to call 

Golf courses have many beneficial impacts on the environment including providing a wide variety of wildlife a great 

some tasks require a lot of concentration and utilize noisy equipment. As a result, the staff member may not notice 

Spring is an extremely busy time for golf course maintenance personnel and there is likely to be more interaction 

marginally effective and sometimes dangerous. 

NORTHWEST REGION 

problems than you might think. 

NORTH-CENTRAL REGION 

finishing its winter dormancy. 

Putting greens in Minnesota and Wisconsin are greening-up 

Starting this month, the USGA Green Section will release 

Regulations of turfgrass growth and care are required at 

USGA Turfgrass and Environmental 

NORTHEAST REGION 

surfacing throughout the region as the 

MID-CONTINENT REGION 

surfacing throughout the region as the 
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